1. Which of the following best
describes your opinion of the music
at SDSDC

The music should not change at all

2. Would you enjoy having “guest
DJ’s” (from outside of the Club) to
play different music

Once a Month

36%

51%

There should be a greater variety of There should be less variation in
styles and time period music
music style and more of the basic
Blues music
54%
10%
Once or Twice a Year
Never

30%
2 or 3 Times a Year

18%

3. Would you like to see Dance
Contests at our weekly Dances

Monthly

4. When Dance Contests are done,
would you like them to be

Beginner only

Advanced only

8%
Always Beginner Only

11%
80%
Mostly Beginner with only an
An even mix of Beginner and
occasional Intermediate / Advanced Intermediate / Advanced
Lesson
48%
41%
2 - 3 times a Year
Monthly

23%

5. For our Free Weekly Dance
Lessons, do you think the lessons
should be

11%
6. Would you like to see Special,
Dance Workshops from a dance
professional
7. When we have Special
Workshops, would you like them to
be

Never

3%
Only West Coast Swing

37%
8. For West Coast Swing workshops, Styling and syncopations instead of
would you like to have more content patterns
such as
45%
9. Regarding having food at the
Never
weekly dances, do you think this
should be
9%
10. If cost makes if prohibitive to
Have no food at all
have food at our weekly dance,
would you rather
40%
11. What do you think is the best
Each member should work at inviting
way to increase our Club
friends and acquaintances to
membership
become new members
40%

51%

Once a Year
26%
A Mix of Beginner and Advanced

51%
An occasional mix of other dance
styles (Cha-Cha, Night Club, Salsa)

47%
A heavy mix of other dance styles

56%
Simple patterns (12 counts or less)

8%
More complex patterns (greater than
12 counts)

36%

19%

Occasionally

Always

32%
Participate in occasional “potluck”
meals

59%
Have food available for an additional
fee to those who desire it

31%
30%
The Club as a whole should work
This is a task that the Board of
toward an environment to attract new Directors should make the decisions
and younger members
regarding
52%
8%

